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1 Audit Opinion   

We have completed the audit of the financial statements of the Customs of Kosovo (CoK) for the 

year ended on 31 December 2021 in accordance with the Law on the National Audit Office of the 

Republic of Kosovo and International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAIs). The audit 

was mainly conducted to enable us to express an opinion the financial statements and conclusion 

on compliance with authorities1. 

Unmodified Opinion on the Annual Financial Statements 

We have audited the annual financial statements of the Customs of Kosovo which comprise the 

statement of cash receipts and payments; budget execution report; and explanatory notes to 

financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies and other reports2, for 

the year ended as at 31 December 2021. 

In our opinion, the annual financial statements of the Customs of Kosovo give a true and fair view in 

all material respects, in accordance with International Public Sector Accounting Standards under 

cash-based accounting. 

Basis for Opinion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions 

(ISSAIs). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s 

Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. NAO is independent 

from the auditee in accordance with INTOSAI-P 10, ISSAI 130, NAO Code of Ethics, and other 

requirements relevant to our audit of the budget organisations’ AFS. We believe that the audit 

evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.  

Conclusion on Compliance 

We have also audited whether the processes and underlying transactions are in compliance with 

the established audit criteria arising from the legislation applicable for the auditee as regards making 

use of financial resources. 

In our conclusion, transactions carried out in the process of execution of the Customs of Kosovo’s 

budget have been, in all material respects, in compliance with the established audit criteria arising 

from the legislation applicable for the auditee related to the use of financial resources. 

 

 

                                                      
1 Compliance with authorities – compliance with all the public sector laws, rules, regulations, and relevant standards and 

good practices 
2 Other reports are required under Article 8 of Regulation no.01/2017 on Annual Financial Report 
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Basis for Conclusion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions 

(ISSAIs). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s 

Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. NAO is independent 

from the auditee in accordance with INTOSAI-P 10, ISSAI 130, NAO Code of Ethics, and other 

requirements relevant to our audit of the budget organisations’ AFS. We believe that the audit 

evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our conclusion. 

Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the AFS 

The Director General of the Customs of Kosovo is responsible for the preparation and fair 
presentation of financial statements in accordance with the International Public Sector Accounting 
Standards – Financial reporting under the cash basis of accounting. In addition, Director General is 
responsible for establishing internal controls which he determines are necessary to enable the 
preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatements, whether due to fraud 
or error. This includes the fulfilment of requirements of the Law no.03/L-048 on Public Finance 
Management and Accountability (amended and supplemented) and Regulation no.01/2017 on 
Annual Financial Reporting of Budget Organisations.       
 
Director General is responsible to ensure the oversight of the Custom of Kosovo’s financial reporting 
process. 

Management’s Responsibility for Compliance 

The Customs of Kosovo’s management is also responsible for the use of the Customs of Kosovo’s 

financial resources in compliance with the Law on Public Financial Management and Accountability, 

and all other applicable rules and regulations.3 

Auditor General’s Responsibility for the audit of AFS  

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a 

whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s 

report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a 

guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISSAIs will always detect a material 

misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material 

if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic 

decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

Our objective is also to express an audit opinion on compliance of respective Customs of Kosovo’s 

authorities with the applicable policies, rules and regulations as regards making use of financial 

resources of the audited organisation 

As part of an audit in accordance with the Law on NAO and ISSAIs, we exercise professional 

judgment and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also: 

 

                                                      
3 Collectively referred to as compliance with authorities 
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 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, 

whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those 

risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 

our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is 

higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, 

intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control; 

 Identify and assess the risks of non-compliance with authorities, whether due to fraud 

or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain 

audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion on 

compliance with authorities. The risk of not detecting an incidence of non-compliance 

with authorities resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud 

may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the 

override of internal control; 

 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 

procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of 

expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Customs of Kosovo’s internal control; 

 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 

accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management; and 

 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, 

including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the 

underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation. 

We communicate with management and those charged with governance regarding, among other 

matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any 

significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit. 

From the matters communicated with management, we determine those matters that were of most 

significance in the audit of the financial statements of the current period and are therefore the key 

audit matters. The audit report is published on the NAO’s website, except for information classified 

as sensitive or other legal or administrative prohibitions in accordance with applicable legislation. 
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2 Findings and recommendations  

During the audit, we have identified areas of possible improvement including internal control, which 

are presented for your consideration below in the form of findings and recommendations. 

The Customs of Kosovo has collected 31% more revenues compared to the previous year. Our 

findings have revealed lack of recruitment plans, unstaffed management positions, and poor assets 

management - they have not been recorded in the E-assets register as required – including the 

depreciated assets.  

This report has resulted in two (2) recommendations, of which one (1) is new recommendation, and 

one (1) is partly repeated. We will follow-up these recommendations during the last year’s audit.  

For the status of the previous year’s recommendations and the level of their implementation, see 

Chapter 4. 

 

2.1 Other financial management and compliance issues  

2.1.1 Wages and Salaries  

The final budget of wages and salaries was €5,815,101, and was spent at 100%.  

Issue A1 – Lack of recruitment plan and managerial positions not staffed   

Finding  According to the staff distribution plan, Protocol no.01/837 dated 16.03.2021, 

made based on AI no.59/2019 amending and supplementing the AI 

no.39/2017 on the Organisational Structure, Customs had 581 employees 

approved, whilst the number of officers at the end of 2021 was 559. 

Although (according to the Budget Law), Customs had sufficient funds for 

2021, it did not prepare the recruitment plan. Thus, it did not conduct any 

external recruitment process. In addition, no internal promotion processes 

were developed despite the fact that 26 managerial positions were vacant at 

the end of the year (5 positions were staffed with replacements, 8 with 

temporary appointments whilst 13 were not staffed at all). 

According to CK officers, this situation was due to the fact that some 

corrections were being made in the relevant administrative instruction to 

regulate the employment relationship for Customs officers, but this situation 

is still ongoing.  
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Impact Failure to fill with staff planned positions, particularly the managerial ones, 

may affect the sustainability of operations and the achievement of Customs’ 

objectives.   

Recommendation A1 The Director General should ensure that concrete actions are 

undertaken for approving the respective AI’s and staffing the vacancies 

according to the Organisational Structure, by paying particular importance to 

the managerial positions within the organisation.  

Management response (Agree) 

 

1 -  Poor non-financial assets management  

Finding  Financial Regulation MoF No.02/2013 on Management of non-financial 

Assets by Budget Organisations, Article 6.3, stipulates that capital assets 

must be recorded in KFMIS, whilst non- capital assets and stocks in the “e- 

assets” system. In addition, Article 2 stipulates that all budget organizations 

are obliged to take the necessary measures for documenting, preserving, 

recording, alienation and reporting of non-financial assets with the aim of a 

more effective, efficient and economic management for the purpose of 

preventing non-financial assets from being damaged and misused. We found 

that:  

 16 ram of memory for servers in the amount of €9,361 were not 

recorded in the e-assets system; 

 Customs does not have a complete assets register for assets under 

€1,000 in the e-assets system in place yet. Records on non-financial 

assets under €1,000 are kept in two separate registers. Non-capital 

assets (€220,925) purchased from 2018 – 2021 are recorded in the e-

assets system, whilst other assets (€150,173) from previous years 

(before 2018) were recorded in an internal system called ‘Inventory’: 

and  

 During physical examinations, we were unable to identify two IT 

equipment because the aged assets sitting in the warehouse had no 

barcodes on. The Stocktaking Commission’s report stated that 1335 

equipment and inventory, mainly disposed ones, were given the 

‘unfound’ status for which a recommendation on establishing a 

commission for their evaluation and alienation was made. The 

commission classified the assets to be disposed and alienated, whilst 

for the rest recommended to be barcoded and recorded.  

The cause behind failure to record some of the assets in the e-assets system 

was poor assets management by the assets officers, whilst the reason for 

incomplete recording of assets under €1,000 in the e-assets system was the 

delayed transfer of all data by the programmers running this software (the 

software is managed by the Ministry of Internal Affairs).  
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Impact Failure to record all non-capital assets in the e-assets system and keeping of 

aged assets (out-of-order) without barcodes is not only in contradiction to the 

regulation, but increases the risk that assets might be misused, lost or 

alienated. It also leads to unfair presentation of assets in the AFS.    

Recommendation C1 The Director General should ensure that all assets under €1,000 are 

recorded in the e-assets system and that depreciated/out-of-order assets are 

effectively managed in order to enable their fair and complete presentation in 

the AFS. 

Management response (Agree) 
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3 Summary on budget planning and execution  

This chapter gives a summarised information on the sources of budget funds, spending of funds and 

revenues collected, by economic categories. This is highlighted in the following tables and graphs: 

Table 1. Expenditures by sources of budgetary funds (in €) 

Description Initial Budget  
Final 

Budget4 

2021 

Outturn 

2020  

Outturn 

2019 

Outturn 

Sources of Funds   10,341,588 9,850,810 8,362,746 8,754,823 9,132,805 

Government Grant -Budget  10,341,588 9,844,810 8,362,746 8,677,987 8,883,723 

Revenues from PAK  0 0 0 76,836 249,082 

External Donations 0 6,000 0 0 0 

The final budget is lower than the initial budget by €490,779. This was as a result of the budget cuts 

following the budget review and budget changes based on Government decisions.  

In 2021, the CoK spent 85% of the final budget or €8,362,746, a decrease of 7% compared to 2020. 

Explanations for the current position are detailed below.  

Table 2 – Spending of funds by economic categories - (in €)  

Description Initial Budget Final Budget  
2021 

Outturn 

2020 

Outturn 

2019 

Outturn 

Spending of funds by 

economic categories 
10,341,588 9,850,810 8,362,746 8,754,823 9,132,805 

Wages and Salaries 6,417,127 5,815,101 5,815,101 5,933,072 6,206,248 

Goods and Services  2,055,086 2,098,749 1,977,692 1,686,590 2,011,941 

Utilities 169,375 64,530 60,602 93,795 109,088 

Capital Investments  1,700,000 1,872,430 509,352 1,041,367 805,528 

Explanations for changes in budget categories are given below: 

 The final budget of Wages and Salaries, compared to the initial budget, was decreased by 

€602,026. This was as a result of failure to recruit the staff according to the CK’s 

organisational structure;  

 The final budget of Goods and Services was decreased by €61,182 as a result of the budget 

review process and subsequent Government decisions on budget savings;  

 The final budget of Capital Investments was €1,872,430, of which €509,352 or 27% were 

spent in 2021.  Customs planned to conduct 11 projects, of which four were not implemented 

                                                      
4 Final budget – the budget approved by the assembly which was subsequently adjusted for by the Ministry of Finance 
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at all: two due to lack of eligible bidders and two because the procedures terminated at the 

end of 2021.  

Expenditures on goods and services also included expenditures for Covid-19 which were €4,025.  

Chart 1. Expenditures by economic categories for year 2021 

 

Customs revenues planned by the Government of Kosovo under the Law 08/L-016 on Budget 

Appropriations for year 2021 were €1,173,000,000. Meanwhile, with the revised Law no.07/L-04 on 

Budget, the estimated value of customs revenues increased to €1,248,400,000, of which CK 

managed to generate €1,376,704,600, whilst in net value it was €1,373,862,694, or 110% of the 

planning (gross revenues €1,376,704,600 - €2,841,906 returns). 

Compared to last year, gross revenues have increased in general. In 2021 CK generated gross 

revenues in the amount of €1,376,704,600, which compared to 2020 revenues were €1,052,525,263 

or 31% higher.  

Table 3. Revenues (in €) 

Description   Initial budget  Final Budget  
2021 

Receipts 

2020 

Receipts 

2019 

Receipts 

Gross 

revenues  

1,173,000,000 1,248,400,000 1,376,704,600 1,052,525,263 1,179,586,031 

Returns  -4,600,000 -4,600,000 -2,841,906 -1,655,371 -1,786,817 

Net 

revenues   

 

1,168,400,000 

 

1,243,800,000 

 

1,373,862,694 

 

1,050,869,892 

 

1,177,799,214 
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Table 4. Collected revenues/receipts and returns by economic categories in the last three 

years (in€)  

Description 
2021 

Receipts  
2020 

Receipts 

2019 
Receipts 

Customs excise   501,257,845 397,791,382 430,799,977 

Inland excise 37,231 280,768 4,696,218 

Import customs duties  124,606,455 101,618,260 130,325,418 

ANTI-DUMPING MEASURES 116,904 980,311 3,206,985 

BORDER VAT - CUSTOMS 746,548,380 547,645,723 606,406,726 

OTHER CUSTOMS TAXES 
AND DUTIES  

448,395 1,919,426 615,256 

PENALTIES FOR CUSTOMS 
OFFENCES 

816,605 479,218 940,820 

COURT REVENUES – 
UNSPECIFIED 

34,871 32,417 57,784 

REVENUES FROM THE SALE 
OF GOODS 

258,081 215,971 176,266 

BANDEROLS 468,600 359,538 369,333 

RECEIPTS FROM 
COURT/EXECUTION 
DECISIONS FEES 

66,029 42,601 97,794 

REVENUES AFTER CUSTOMS 
CLEARANCE 

2,045,204 1,159,649 1,893,455 

Total of gross receipts  1,376,704,600 1,052,525,263 1,179,586,031 

EXCISE RETURN -1,157,985 -464,254 -283,525 

CUSTOMS DUTIES RETURN -333,775 -362,885 -395,975 

VAT RETURN - CUSTOMS -798,841 -792,839 -818,272 

OTHER CUSTOMS DUTIES 
RETURN 

-551,305 -35,394 -289,046 

Total amount of returns -2,841,906 -1,655,371 -1,786,817 

Total net receipts (gross – 
returns) 

1,373,862,694 1,050,869,892 1,177,799,214 
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4 Progress in implementing recommendations  

Our audit report on 2020 CoK AFS resulted in three (3) recommendations. The CoK prepared an 

Action Plan stating how all recommendations will be implemented. By the end of our audit for year 

2021, two (2) recommendations have been implemented and one (1) was in the process of 

implementation, as shown below in Chart 2. For a more thorough description of recommendations 

and how they are addressed, see Table 5 (or Table of recommendations). 

Chart 2. Progress in implementing prior year’s recommendations  
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Table 5 Summary of prior year’s recommendations  

No. Audit Area Recommendations of 2020 Actions taken  Status 

1.  AFS The Director General should ensure that the 

necessary actions are taken so that the 

payments are planned in and executed from 

the adequate economic categories in order to 

enable their fair reporting in the AFS in line 

with the Chart of Accounts and the 

accounting standards  

CK has undertaken all actions 

necessary and during the audit 

of AFC2 1 we didn’t encounter in 

such shortcomings. 

 

Implemented 

2.  Capital 

Investments  

The Director General should ensure that the 

necessary actions are taken to extend the 

period of validity of the contract in order to 

ensure its fulfilment according to the 

foreseen conditions 

We didn’t encounter in such 

shortcomings during audit of 

AFS 21. 

Implemented 

3.  Assets  The Director General should ensure that all 

non-financial assets under €1,000 are 

registered in the “e-assets” system, so that 

their presentation in the AFS is complete 

and accurate. The Director General should 

also ensure that the Commission, after the 

completion of the inventory report, 

harmonises it with the asset registers, 

before the preparation of the AFS, in order 

for the data in the AFS to present the real 

state of assets available to the organization. 

In cases where it is necessary, the property 

should be valuated based on the inventory 

report.  

CK did not integrate all assets 

under 1000 in the system e- 

assets, but had forms 

commission of inventory and 

had performed assets 

inventory.  

Partly 

Implemented 

 

This report is translated from Albanian Language in case of any discrepancies Albanian language 

should prevail.  
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Annex II: Explanation regarding different types of opinion 

applied by NAO and other parts of the Auditor’s Report 

Auditor’s Report on the financial statements 5 should contain a clear expression of opinion referring 

to financial statement, based on conclusions drawn from the evidence obtained during the audit. 

Where the audit is conducted to assess also conformance with legislation and other regulations the 

auditors have an additional responsibility to report on compliance with authorities6. Such opinion 

should be separated from the opinion whether financial statements are true and fair, i.e. the opinion 

may be modified with respect to compliance issue(s) but still be unmodified in reference to credibility 

of the financial statements (or vice versa). 

For the purpose of concluding whether an opinion on the financial statements is modified or 

unmodified an auditor should assure himself/herself whether audit results include or not (a) detected 

material or pervasive misstatement(s) or potential one(s) presumed in the event of a limitation of 

scope.  

A misstatement is a difference between the reported amount, classification, presentation, or 

disclosure of a financial statement item and the amount, classification, presentation, or disclosure 

that is required for the item to be in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework. 

Misstatements can arise from error or fraud. 

(extract from ISSAI 200)  

Forms of opinion t 

Unmodified opinion 

It is formulated when no misstatements or non-compliance were detected or misstatements and/or 

non-compliance were detected, a single one or aggregate, that do(es) not equal or exceed the level 

of materiality for the financial statements as a whole or (a) misstatement(s) and/or non-compliance 

detected within a certain class of transactions do(es) not equal or exceed the level of lower 

materiality established for this class of transactions. It is also formulated if there is no limitation of 

scope or a limitation of scope may not lead to omission of (a) material misstatement(s) and/or non-

compliance). 

Limitation of scope occurs when an auditor is unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence 

to conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement. 

The auditor should express an unmodified opinion if it is concluded that the financial statements 

are prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the applicable financial framework. 

Modifications to the opinion in the auditor’s report   

The auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor's report if it is concluded that, based on the audit 

evidence obtained, the financial statements as a whole are not free from material misstatement 

                                                      
5 Financial statements in the public sector include also the statement(s) of budget execution 
6 Compliance with authorities: compliance with laws, rules, regulations, standards, or good practices.  
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and/or non-compliance, or is unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to conclude that 

the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement and/or non-compliance, the 

auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor’s report. A modified opinion may be: 

- modified (qualified) 

- Adverse, or  

- Disclaimer 

Qualified opinion 

It is formulated when misstatement and/or non-compliance were detected, a single one or 

aggregate, that equals or exceeds the level of materiality for the financial statements as a whole or 

(a) misstatement(s) and/or non-compliance detected within a certain class of transactions equals or 

exceeds the level of lower materiality established for this class of transactions. It is also formulated 

if there is a limitation of scope that may not lead to omission of (a) material misstatement(s). 

Adverse opinion 

It is formulated when misstatement and/or non-compliance were detected, a single one or 

aggregate, that pervasively exceeds the level of materiality for the financial statements as a whole 

or (a) misstatement(s) and/or non-compliance detected within a certain class of transactions 

pervasively exceeds the level of lower materiality established for this class of transactions. 

“Pervasive is a term used, in the context of misstatements and/or non-compliance, to describe the 

effects of misstatements and/or non-compliance on the financial statements or the possible effects 

on the financial statements of misstatements and/or non-compliance, if any, that are undetected due 

to an inability to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence. Pervasive effects on the financial 

statements are those that, in the auditor’s judgment: 

a) Are not confined to specific elements, accounts or items of the financial statements 

b) If so confined, represent or could represent a substantial proportion of the financial 

statements; or 

c) In relation to disclosures, are fundamental to users’ understanding of the financial 

statements. 

Disclaimer of opinion 

It is formulated when limitation of scope, i.e. inability to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence, 

is material and pervasive.  

Emphasis of Matter paragraphs and Other Matters paragraphs in the auditor’s report 

If the auditor considers it necessary to draw users’ attention to a matter presented or disclosed in 

the financial statements that is of such importance that it is fundamental to their understanding of 

the financial statements, but there is sufficient appropriate evidence that the matter is not materially 

misstated in the financial statements, the auditor should include an Emphasis of Matter paragraph 

in the auditor’s report. Emphasis of Matter paragraphs should only refer to information presented or 

disclosed in the financial statements. 

An Emphasis of Matter paragraph should: 
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 be included immediately after the opinion; 

 use the Heading “Emphasis of Matter” or another appropriate heading; 

 include a clear reference to the matter being emphasised and indicate where the relevant 

disclosures that fully describe the matter can be found in the financial statements; and 

 indicate that the auditor’s opinion is not modified in respect of the matter emphasised.  

If the auditor considers it necessary to communicate a matter, other than those that are presented 

or disclosed in the financial statements, which, in the auditor’s judgement, is relevant to users’ 

understanding of the audit, the auditor’s responsibilities or the auditor’s report, and provided this is 

not prohibited by law or regulation, this should be done in a paragraph with the heading “Other 

Matter,” or another appropriate heading. This paragraph should appear immediately after the opinion 

and any Emphasis of Matter paragraph. 


